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PART I THE DIVISION OF ACTIVITIES IN AN EDUCATIONAL PLANNING PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

This is the first of two lectures. In this one my main intention is to
set out an approach to educational planning as it interests somebody like myself,
who is very much concerned with organizational problems and changes. I shall not
try to go too much into detail about specific administrative problems in planning,
although hopefully some of these will begin to become clear. I shall, in fact,
reserve detailed consideration of some of the more complex administrative problems
for.the second lecture.

I want to begin by s(4ting up an "Aunt Sally" and knocking it down.

When I first became interested in educational planning a few years ago, I
was not then specifically interested in administrative problems, I was more con-
cerned wl.th model-building. So, I then thought,of planning, in the first place,
as an activity of a few very highly qualified experts, functioning in a rather

abstract way, probably in a very high and remote position, close to the Minister
of Education, far removed from everybody else in the educational system, who did
a lot of very technical exercises and produced a sophisticated document, which
hardly anybody else could understand, had this approved by some,higher authority
and then their work was finished. The country had educational planning. I have; now,

perhaps, gone to rather the opposite extreme and consider this a terribly narrow
way of looking at educational planning, To me educational planning is a far broader
activity than this obviously exaggeratedly narrow concept.

The Nature of Planning

I would ask you, first of all, to think what is tne ultimate purpose of
educational planning. This sounds very philosophical and I do not want,to be
philosophical, but I want to start from this rather remote point. I suggest that,
If somebody asked you this you would have to 'end up by saying something like: the
purpose of lducationa). pldnning is to advance educational improvements, whether
they are quantitative or qualitative, as rapidly as posSibIe and as cheaply as
possible, to benefit individuals, to benefit the nation, etc. When you say some-
thing like that, zu...4.retve to recongize straight away that you are speaking of

planning as a technique of operation, and I would suggest t',at you can also derive
from this several of the distinguishing characteristics of panr"--gsig: it looks

ahead; it tries to foresee the future (in fact it tries to g ide the future); it
endeavours to ensure that subsequent behaviour will be rigorous in terms of
achieving the maximum possible from a variety of alternatives with any given
resources (and when I say resources, I think in human as well as material terms).

Here, you can immediately see that, in appr)aching planning like this, we
are very much concerned with <the success of plaNning. How can we ensure that
planning is successful, or is more successful than it has been? In connexion with
that, as soon as you mention success, the next question is obviously: What counts

J
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as success? I would say, in the light of the earlier remarks, that success could
be regarded as the achievement of specified targets by specified means (and I
emphasize by specified means).

This obviously brings us to a consideration of a whole process of action
within which the technique of planning is being applied. So we come around to
deal with what, in the Institute here, we have come to call the "planning process",
And I should like to talk this afternocn about this planning process, because it

4 seems to me that all theAdministrative problems have to be situated within this
context:

The Educational'Planning Process

It has often beenAaid that the planning process can be divided into a
series of stages. Personally, I do not like the term "stages" and instead I shall
use the term "activities". I shall tell you why I choose to play with words like
this, as it may appear. As soon as you talk about stages in anything - stages of
growth, etc. - you obviously start thinking in temporal terms as a question of
how quickly one stage succeeds another. I think myself that the plianning process
is a relatively complex one, and to try to say that the different stages succeed
each other is very much of an oversimplification. Instead I think that most of
the stages are, to a large extent, simultaneous. This is why I prefen to call them
activities, because I think it is then less confusing. 2

In discussing' this planning process id more detail, I am going to talks as
if we were discussing, planning at the national level. But ,I think you would find
that the type of analysis involved could be applied to planning at all levels
- regional planning, local planning - and perhaps even the planning of the develop-
ment of a ,particular school.

Therefore, in discussing the planning process I want to consider with you
the various activities involved, in the first place, and secondly, the types of
people who participate in these activities. I would list five main activities
for consideration:. the first -of these,I -call the. "-issuing of directives for
planning"; the second one, I call, the "preparation of plans"; the third one, is
the'"approval of plans"; the fourth, the "implementation of plans"; and, fifth,
"evaluation and revision". I want to discuss each of these five, with special
emphasis on the personnel aspect: who are the people concerned in this particular
activity? But In discussing each of these activities separately, I want to emphasize
very strongly that I am not trying to separate these activities, but simply to
distinguish them so that we can then go on to see how these different activities
link up with each other and influence each other throughout the planning process.

The Issue of Directives for Planning

Let us turn to the firpt of ti,pe activities I mentioned, which I call the
"issuing of directives". Fairly obliiously, since education is a close personal
concerti of almost anybody in a society, it is going to be very important for the
planners to try to act In accordance with opinions and this involves that there

7
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should be some way that these opinions can be relayed to the planners. In the
simplest example, the Minister of Education,.as a politician, Was to be susceptible
to opinions within society and can act as a means of relaying one general direc-
tives to the planners which will guide their work in formulating a plan. Obviously
that is one possibility, but with a little reflection you can see there might be
several other equally possible ones. For example, in another country it might be
the case that it was not so much the Minister of Education,who issued directives
like this, but it could, for example, be the Central Planning Commission. In yet
another country it might be that these directives would come mainly from-a certain
political party, or again Of course (and perhaps this is moat likely) all of these
people - all of these sources- will be giving directives to the planners of educa-
tion as to what they should do in preparing the plan. But further than this, and
to make it more complicated still, the planners are not only the recipients of
such formal directives from higher authorities, but it is also quite possible that
they may be subject to political influences of various degrees, the activities of
various pressure groups, etc. So that, in fact, the probleM of the directives, which
the planners receive to aid them in formulating the plan can be quite complex,
depending on the country concerned.

The Preparation'of Plane

Given that the planners have received some guides as to what they should put
into the plan, the next activity which I want to discuss is the actual one of "plan
preparation". I think the study of educational planning in general was at first
most concentrated on this activity. In the first place there is a question of who
might be involved in preparing the plan. Obviously anything I say here may well
apply to one country, but definitely would not apply to another. Almost every country
has its own distinct arrangements in relation to the structure of authorities for
planning. But let us say as a generalization, which is subject to correction in
individual cases,'that the preparation of an educational plan is probably entrusted
to a small group of techniciani. In current circumstances they may be more or less
trained to do the task.

_Next,, there, is the question of the position of these people in the'hierarchy
of the Ministry of Education. They may be directly linked to the Minister himself.
They maybe, again depending on the structure of the Ministry, on the administrative
side of the Ministry, or, as is the case in some countries, they may be closely
linked to the Chief InspectOr of Education. But in all of tnese cases a very apposite
question in the preparation of the plan is the natureof their relations with the
other personnel ih the Ministry. However, this is only one level of this question
of personnel relations. Depending on the structure of planning organs in the country,
there is also the question of their contacts with the central planners. Another
important aspect here is the question of the extent to which i,he Ministry of
Education controls edpcation within the country. It is very often the case that
certain types of education are taken ca.a of by other ministries. I am thinking
particularly that some kinds of, vocati-Onal education might be with the.Ministry
of Labour, the Ministry of Health or the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of
Industry, etc., in which case the scope of educational planning may be more limited,
and such vocational education may be left out of consideration by the Ministry of
Education.

3
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Again the range of duties of the officials charged with preparing the plan
will also partly depend on the nature of the other units within the Ministry of
Education. An obv &ous example here: Is there.a specific Statistics Unit? If there
is not,'then clearly a large part of the work of the planners will be in the
gathering of statistics, the processing, etc.

The Approval of Plans

.

Given the preparation of aldraft plan, the next activity to which I want
to refer is the question of "approval of a plan". This, I think, has been a
relatively ignored activity in previous studies. The first question is: who is
going to approve a draft plan? Is it the Ministry of Education? Is it the Planning
Commission? Is it the Cabinet? Is it the legislature? Several factors will influence
the answer to this question. In the first place, the extent to which educational
planning is integrated with other types of planning is obviously very important
here. If educationil planning takes place independently, then it is more likely
that the Ministry of Education will be responsible for approving plans. However,
if educational planning is'closely integrated into other types of planning, then
the Planning Commission will obviously be very much concerned with this question
of approval.

Another factor which I would suggest is very significant here is the nature
of the political system.. In some countries the' legislature is a relatively weak
b9dy. Political life mitybe relatively undeveloped outside one ruling party or a
dictator. In this case, the government approval of the plan'can go a long way to
ensuring that action will be taken to implement it.-But in another comntry it may
be the case, and I would suggest to you that if it were ever the case that the
United States wanted to make a federal plan for education, it would be the case that
a very important body would be the legislature the Congress. The legislature is
relatively strong in the government system tnbre. In which case the process of
approving the plan would be a ratherldifferent one from a country withfa more
dictatorial or Cabinet type of government.

.A third-factor mhich-t4ill-have-an-influenceon-the-method. of approving the
plan is the form of approval, the status of the plan once approved. In some countries

iyou find that the plan is given the status of a law. In other countries it is some-
what less formal. It is a directive of some kind, but it may not be given statutory
authority. In another country the plan maybe kept as a rather secret document. Thiel
question of the form which the plan takes when approved, I think, is probably very
influential on the nature and the extent of the activity of approval.

probably the case that the first formulation of the plan may go no
further than till) Minister of Education, who may send it back to the planners to
reformulate; it'goes back to the 'Minister; it receives some discussion in the
Planning Commission, and so there is this back-and-forth procedure and successive
drafts. Hence you can see From this that the activity of approval may be very
complex, and rather long drawn out. It may also be influenced by the content of
he plan at this stage; as to how detailed the plan has to be as it comes out of

3
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the planning unit, and how technical it has to be. e degree of technicality may
well be influenced in turn by the Competence of the eople who have to approve
the plan. It is obviously very unlikely that it is h use submitting a4ocument
full of demonstrations of econometric technique to a litical assembly, *au**
very few of them would have much understanding of it. nerefore, I would suggest
that this activity of the approval Of educational plans, which in the past has
tended to be taken for granted, is in fact very important end, very complex. .

The Implementation of Plans
.

.

Given the approval of the plan, we come to the fourth\ of the activities
that I want to talk about, which is that of the "implementation of plans". It
la'said very frequently nowadays that every country has a plan, or something
like one, but hardly any country is able to implement its plan. So it begins to
appear that it is very crucial to Consider in much more detail,What is involved
in this activity of plan implementation. Once again, the first question I would
ask is: who is responsible for the implementation of the plan? I, think it is
relatively unlikely in a country of any size that the =all grouP\of officials
who prepared the plan have a great deal to do with carrying out in detail the
proposals contained within it. Hence, one of the problems here bece;nes the
question of the structure of the Ministry of Education and the extent to which
the, planners are integrated into the rest of the Ministry,

That only keeps this question within the Ministry of Education. There are
other ministries which .are very much involved. Veryy)bviously the Ministry of

\\
Finance, or whoever is responsible for paying ut the money that must be spent
in implementing the plan, has an extremely cloy interest in implementation.
Secondly, I should suggest that,in many countries the Ministry responsible for
local authorities will be very much concerned in this problem of implementing
educational plans, since in many countries it is the ease that education is the
major activity, in terms of expenditure, of local.authorities.

Another'verY crucial factor which will help to determine the involvement
of the planners (by which I mean the people who prepared the plan), with its
iMpleffientation, will be the extent to which the plan is detailed in its formula-
tion. It is obviously the case that, in a country the,size of India or Brazil,
a national educational plan cannot go into detail down to the level of individual
local authorities, or individual 'ischoolt..It has to 4be a blueprint for provincial
action which in turn will be more detailed in relation te these specific projects,
It may even be the case, therefore, that the size of the country helps to determine
the involvement of the planners in the implementation of their plans.,

4\Also, we can Aee that n a larger country it begins to be true that what
is called the implementation f the plan at one level of government in fact
becomes the preparation-of the %plan at a lower level of government, since the
lower level receives more general directives which comprise the national plane
and it in turn; at the lower leIel, has to interpret tnese, derive detailed
proposals from them and carry these out. So, the planning process here becomes

-0
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a multiple level one, and if we already have the impression that doe planning
,process is complex, it is very obvious that it is much more complex in the
activity 9 implementation, particularly in é large country:

Evaluation and Revision of Plane

Very closely tied up With impleMentation11* the last of the five activities
I mentioned, that of "evaluating and revising the plan''. This also has been
relatively neglected hitherto, perhaps this is because many Countries are still only
beginning to undertake planning, and they may not even have reached this final phase
yet, or they may be too preoccupied still with the manifest imperfections of their -

activities at earlier stages.

Obviously, the evaluation of the plan requires some sort of feed -back
mechanism from the lowest levels of the administration, in order that those at
the top mayknow what goes on below them. Hence, a great many people are involved
in this activity of evaluatidn. But the final approval or disapproval of progress
being made has to be at a fairly high level in the administrative hierarchy. I
suggest, therefore, that _the national planners, or people of a similar level, must
be very much involved in this evaluation task. However there is a good question,
here as to whether it should be,the planners themselves who should be evaluating
the plan, or whether there should be some pther group of people for this. You might
say, on the one hand, the planners should hot'have the task of evaluating their own
work. To the extent that there may have been mistakes in the plan, this is perhaps
the right thing to say. But on the other hand it may be some extraneous influence*,
auch as lack of financial resources which he been anticipated, which have caused
the plan not td be fulfilled, and which in turn have produced the need to revise
the plan. So, I do not think it is easy to say that it should be the planners who
evaluate, or it should not be the planners who evaluate. I think that they will
have to be involved in this, but perhaps they should not be the only people con-
cerned

Another problem in this activity of evaluation is the revision of the plan,
and here I would suggest that the way in which the plan id set out ;when it iN
approved may be a factor to consider. If the plan has been formulated as a law
theh it may be relatively difficult to amend a law. However, if the plan is simply

internal document it may be much easier to amend it.
6

Conclusions

In talking briefly about each of these five activities which I have suggested
comprise the planning procesi, you notice that we constantly refer to the way in
which the chithketer of one activity may influence what soes on in another activity.
Thus, I would suggest to you that the 'Planning process is in practice quite
complex concept. It will vary a/great deal from country to country depending on
Juch variables as the administrative structure which I have mentioned-In passing.
In particular the various' activities will greatly overlap with each other in time.

. In fact, it"Tay even be the case, I think, that something could begoing on under
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each of these five headings at the same time. May be that is a slight exaggeration,
but I think it is ce'rtainly closer to the truth than saying that each of these
activities will follow one another. What Iiwould suggest to you is that each of
the five activities I have mentibned, in the order, that I have mentioned them to
yoll, must le successive insofar as each of them must begin after the one before,
but the first activity does not have to stop,before the second one can begin.
Each of the activities in.the prbess must begin after the one before, ,but it
is by no means possible to say When each.one will stop. Thus, I would think that
once a country has adopted planning and has gone on to its second and third plans,
it is quite conceivable that all of these activities will be..gbing on at the same
time. The evaluation of the last plan ma* Well be taking place at the same time
as the preparation of the next plan, for example, and somewhere within this you
will be having directives for the next plan, and similarly some of the first sttps
for,approval of the next plan may already have been begun. Similarly, again, some
of the winding up of the impleMentation of the last plan may still be taking place.

.7
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PART II THREE SPECIFIC ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS IN EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

Alhree subjects are diacuased in this lecture. The firat'of theae is the
queition of the possible locations of a planning agency within a government
structure and some of the advantages and disadvantages o different locations.
Secondly, we consider a rather untidy subject, to which ire give the heading
"Planning, Aaministration and Politics". Here, we discusApartioularly relations
between pllenners aniiother government a iniatrative personnel and some of the
difficulties of adilhistra4on in develo ing countries. This is a vast, subject
and all we ceithwoe todo-ii to introduce some the 4ueetiona and issues that

eare being raiaed'in this area. Finally we devot me time to discussing the
pro's and con's of involving publid opinion 1.4.S.I.Anning

A. -The Location of Planning Agencies

.

In turning to the first of theae subjects, the position of planning agencies
in the governmInt structtre, we muat emphaaize that it is not primarily the educa-
tional plannin4 agehciNqhat ve want to talk about - rather the economic planning
agency. We sha/1 try to show how the location of the economic plaphing agency and
the extent of its powers has potentially a large impact on educ#tional planning
and for that matter on all other types of aectoral plannihg.

If you made an inventory of the structure of government in different countries,
and the location of the planning agencies, you would probably find that nearly every
country has its own individual solution.

.

Thus, in discussing this subject, we have to approach it in-rather general
terms. We would need a aeries of lectures on this subjeot alone if we were going
to discuss all the possible variations of structure that have been tried. Instead
we discuss only A few of the main alternatives which have been most commonly

_chosen by different countries.

It is immediately possible to discern several important influences on the
location of the planning agency. In the firstplace, the degree of government
commitment to planning will help to determine where the planning agenoy is placed,
and secondly, the type of planning which is envisaged. Specifically, this allows
us to differentiate between what has been called the indioative type of planning
such as France Practises and the type of planning which is characteristic of the
Eastern European countriea, and all the variations in between.

Four possible basic alternatives for the location of the economic planning
agency can be suggested:

1. Attachment to the office of the Chief Executive, usually the Prime
Minister or the President.
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2. The economic planning agency can be within the Ministry of Finance
3. A. specific Ministry of Planning,

4. Inclusion of planning within the portfolio of another ministry, for
example, in one or two countries planning was included in the Foreign
Affairs Ainistry. Inf&ct planning has, at some time or another, been
put under almost every other ministry.

1. Returning to the first alternative mentioned - the association of economic
planning with the Chief Executive - the experience of different countries that have
tried this alternative is that this is probably the best location for an economic
planning agency. But, there is one very important reservation to be made. This
only works-if the Chief Executive is himself actively interested in planning and
wants to foster it. Given this very important condition, then the xlanners who
are working in close co-operation with the Chief Executive have the authority
that they need within the rest of the government structure. However, it is obvious
that this can be perhaps only a temporary solution. For example, if one Prime
Minister supports planning, well and good, but if his successor is not interested
in planning, then the authority of the planners probably declines.

2. The second alternative mentioned was location in the Ministry of Finance.
This is fairly complex to discuss since there are obvious advantages in.having
the economic planners located thus, but also there are serious disadvantages.

Thus, the Ministry of Finance and the economic planners are both very much
interested in economic affairs,,and hence they have to be in close contact with
each other. However, when looked at more closely, it is clear that this basic
coMmon interest conceals important divergences. For example, the Ministry of
Finance has as a primary concern the government budget whereas the economic
planners are more concerned with the whole economy, meaning in mo0,countries
mainly the private sector. Therefore, there begins to be a possible divergence
of interests.

But, a more, basic problem is the difference of attitude between these two
authorities. The Ministry of Finance, basically, is an agency which has to conserve
government's resources. On the other hand, planners have, as a primary task, that
of expending national resources in aid of expansion. Here there might potentially
be a psychological split between thepe two groups of personnel. Thus in some
cou%;...,ies which have tried to combine the economic planners with the ,Ministry of
Finance, the Ministry personnel became very divided, e.g. in Sudan.

A further problem about locating the economic planners in the Ministry of
Finance is that the job of the Minister of Finance is one of the most exacting of
any Minister in the first place. So, if he is given all the additional responsi-
bilities of economic planning, it can become very difficult for one man to adequately
exercise all these duties. Thus, while it sounds a good idea tc put economic
planning in the Ministry of Finance, in practice there have been found to be quite
serious disadvantages to this solution. But what must be said, in any case, whether
or not the economic planning agency is found in this location, is that one of the
closest linkages the economic planners must have is that with the Ministry of
Finance.
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3. The third alternative I mentioned was that of establishing a separate
Planning Ministry. Many countries have done this, though not always calling it
a planning ministry. A Ministry of Economic Development is a very common alternative
title. This has the possible advantage that it can concentrate expertise very
easily in one ministry which is totally concerned with planning, and if the minister
who is in charge is an advocate of planning, a potentially dynamic organization may
be created. The difficulty with this aolution is that a new ministry is introduced
into a structure of existing ministries. Because of,the nature of planning, this
means that a ministry which is only of equivalent authority has, in some way, to
control or oversee the other ministries. This, in turn, possibly creates a great
deal of resentment among operating ministries, such as the Ministry of Education.
There have been well-documented instances where, following the establishment of
a planning ministry, former practices were maintained and the authority of the
planners was circumvented by operating ministries going directly to the Ministry
of Finance to obtain funds, etc. This suggests that, unless the planning Ministry
is given some special authority that relies it above the other Ministries, in
practice it relatively difficUlt for it to operate as it should.

4. The last alternative mentioned was that of including planning within
another ministry. The arguments just advanced against a separate planning ministry
obviously apply even more strongly in this case, which suggests that this is not
a good alternative.

To MIN up: these thoughts suggest that the two former, choices - locating the
economic planners withthe Chief Executive, or else, with the Ministry of Finance -
tend to have more advantages on their side than the otklers.

For our purposes the important question arising from these ideas is as to
how the location of the economic planners affects the educational planning agency?
The degree of, authority of the economic planners within the government structure,
is likely (to put it no stronger) to be related to the amount of authority of the
educational planners within the Ministry of Education. This suggests the potential
existence of an OPpoaitiOn between the educational planners and the rest of the
Ministry of Education. Hopefully, this is not the case but in practice it appears
often to haVe been so. Therefore, the stronger the economic planners the more they
can possibly re-inforce the educational planners in their own, ministry However,
this is a very tentative statement. It is open to much more detailed discussion
in relation to specific caeca.

B. The Relations between Planning, Administration and Politics

This immediately leads us to the next subject, the question of relations
'between planning, administration and politica and the attitudes of the other
parties to planning.

The basic problem here is that planning has sometimes blcome characterized
as some kind of specific expertise which is isolated from other government functions.
Thus many of the publications of planners are quite technical in appearance as
compared with other government publications. So, the idea has grown up that planners
have some special expertise which other administrators do not possess.
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A partial answer to this is that the planners should try, when preparing
a plan, to involve in this task of preparation as many as possible of the interested
parties and specifically, all those people in the government service who are going
to have any part in implementing the plan. Thus, this suggests that the basic
approach should not be one of the isolation of the planners from other personnel.

- On the contrary, the planners should endeavour - through consultations, meetings,
etc. - to encourage the contributions of their colleagues in the administration
with a view to obtaining their active support of the proposals incorporated in
the plan. However, like all brief statements, this is a counsel of perfection.
In practice, it ignores the many serious operational problems, faced by administra-
tions in developing countries, which we go on to discuss next.

.

1. Structural Problems. Every country is developing at some level or other,
and, if we look back in its history to the period when government was being
established, we generally find that the original teaks of government were maintenance
of law and order and the collection of taxes. An enquiry as to the date of founda-
tion of different ministries, would probably show that the first to be established
were those of Justice and Finance. However, in recent years, as it has become the
policy of governments to concern themselves with the development of the societies
they govern, this has required both great expansion of the tasks of government and
a change in their character. Governments are no longer trying to maintain the status
quo, instead they are trying to change it in specific directions. This has, obviously,
had its impact on the administration. At its simplest, it has meant a need for more
administrative personnel and for new competences, which has placed great strains on
administrations.

Among such problems of structure must be mentioned the tendency in many
countries for politicians to influence the recruitment of civil servants and their
promotion. Secondly, the administrative structure is not at all suited to the task
that it now has to undertake. It is commonly the cum that there are more people
than are needed at the lowest level (too many messengers, too many clerks), but
not enough top administrators, at least not well-trained ones. More particularly,
it is often very difficult to find people who can fit in the middle-level posts
of an administration, as assistants to the top administrators. Even when well-
qualified personnel are available, it is very often the case that their qualifica-
tions are not used to advantage and there is seldom any extra payment given to
people with special qualifications. Conversely, this provides little encouragement
to others to acquire such qualifications. Where there are detailed regulations for
administrative conduct, they tend to be one of the most difficult aspects to change.
Such rigidity allows an inefficient administrator, once he has a position, to be
fairly safe in it.

2.' Operating Problems. The procedures of administration are often extremely
cumbersome. When any action has to be taken a great many forms have to be filled
out and then countersigned by different people. The amount of paper work involved
is out of proportion to any result that can be expected. In any case, before
action can be undertaken, everybody who might be involved has to be ,consulted.
Thus filea circulate up and down the administrative hierarchy for a long time
before a decision is finally taken.
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The last point mentioned was the problem of files having to go to too
many people before any action was taken on a matter. The next point may perhaps
sound contradictory, but it is that there is very commonly a lack of co-ordination.
There is no co-ordination between the people who should be in co-ordination, between
different ministries or between a ministry and its regional and local administra-
tion. The type of consultation which does take place, through circulation and
minuting of files, is no substitute for Such co-ordination.

While, obviously, all of these problems desirably should be solved, they
are really reflections of a more basic problems This is the problem of attitudes,
the problem of making the people involved more, dynamic, making them want to over-
come the problems, want to act, want to produce progress. This is the basic problem
which educational planners will have to face: the problem of revising attitudes
both among the people they work with and among the people they are trying to henefit.

C. The Role of Public Opinion in Planning

It is quite frequently said, almost emit, truism, that the public must be
involved in planning. But, one seldom hears much more on the subject. Why is this?
It can be considered from two viewpoints; the involvement of the public in the
preparation of plans, and secondly, their involvement in the implementation.

As mentioned earlier, it is very desirable that all those actively involved
in implementing a plan should be brought into its preparation I. It is also desirable
that tll those people with an interest in the matter to be planned be involved in
the preparation of plans. The planners should invite their 6o-operation and
encourage their understanding of the objectives of the plan. In the case of educa-
tional planning, such people would be the representatives of private education,
Teachers' Unions, parents, perhaps some politicians who are especially interested
in education, and may be even some of the older students.

Desirably, such people Should be invited to contribute their ideas for the
content of the plan and then discussions should be held in order that they Should
see how the planners can or cannot make use of these ideas. However, saying this
is not to imply that the Teachers' Unions, Parents' Asdociations,. etc., should
be making the plan. It is essential that the government remains the final authority.
Thus, in such a process of consultation, the Minister of Education at some point
will have to set out the authority of the planners, and his backing of them, while -

simultaneously specifying 'the interest of the government in having public co-
operation in its policies, both tc try to do what the public wants and also to
ensure that the public sees the need for what the government proposes.

This aspect of the involvement of public opinion in planning has been
relatively ignored. Generally, when people talk about involving public opinion
they have in mind some kind of appeal to the mass of the population to support
the plan. It is not immediately obvious what this means. In the case of education,
a great many of the people are going to be affected by the actions carried out
under the plan, whether as parents or students, or administrators. What meaning
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can then be attached to the concept of supporting the plan? Does it mean milting

people not to obstruct proposals disagreeable to them? Such a demand begs many
political questions.

How are people to be involved in a plan with regard to its implementation?
Examples can be drawn from two countries which have made specific efforts in
this direction. In India (which perhaps has had more experience of planning than
most countries) the Ministry of Information has for the last ten years published
a journal which is specifically intended to publicize planning. It does not only
expresi official viewpoints since articles highly critical of Indian4planning
are sometimes published. What proportion of the population is reached by this?
When you notice that the journal is published only in.English and Hindi, which
are only two of the many languages spoken in India (though obviously two of the
most important) and then look at the nature of the articles, it is clear that
somebody who has never studied economics would have difficulty in following
much of the contents. Therefore, it seems that this can only reach a relatively
small proportion of the people.

The other country referred to is Kenya which went to the length of writing
a small report about the plan which was entitled "African Socialism and its
Application to Planning in Kenya". But again, this was a relatively sophisticated
document and its purchase price quite high in relation to most African incomes. .

It appears that such efforti cannot reach very many of the people, especially
where there is, a large proportion of illiterates in the population.

These types of efforts are designed primarily to influence the opinion
leaders, among the community. It is only the more educated who can understand and
appreciate such journals and publications. This still leaves the largely uneducated
urban or rural mass of the population uninvolved.

Mass media are the only way of communicating with people on this scale, and
radio suggests itself as the best for this purpose. Here again, to communicate
with people in the village, it is essential to talk about what concerns them;
to show how the plan is going to affect their lives. It is no use talking about
how the plan is going to raise national income because national income does not
mean anything to them.
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